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Abstract
Reputation is crucial for trust in underground markets such as
online anonymous marketplaces (OAMs), where there is little
recourse against unscrupulous vendors. These markets rely
on eBay-like feedback scores and forum reviews as reputation
signals to ensure market safety, driving away dishonest ven-
dors and flagging low-quality or dangerous products. Despite
their importance, there has been scant work exploring the
correlation (or lack thereof) between reputation signals and
vendor success. To fill this gap, we study vendor success from
two angles: (i) longevity and (ii) future financial success, by
studying eight OAMs from 2011 to 2023. We complement
market data with social network features extracted from a
OAM forum, and by qualitatively coding reputation signals
from over 15,000 posts and comments across two subreddits.
Using survival analysis techniques and simple Random For-
est models, we show that feedback scores (including those
imported from other markets) can explain vendors’ longevity,
but fail to predict vendor disappearance in the short term. Fur-
ther, feedback scores are not the main predictors of future
financial success. Rather, vendors who quickly generate rev-
enue when they start on a market typically end up acquiring
the most wealth overall. We show that our models generalize
across different markets and time periods spanning over a
decade. Our findings provide empirical insights into early
identification of potential high-scale vendors, effectiveness
of “reputation poisoning” strategies, and how reputation sys-
tems could contribute to harm reduction in OAMs. We find
in particular that, despite their coarseness, existing reputation
signals are useful to identify potentially dishonest sellers, and
highlight some possible improvements.

1 Introduction

Reputation and feedback systems are ubiquitous to facilitate
trust and trade in online marketplaces such as eBay, Amazon,
AirBnB, and Uber. A functioning reputation system benefits
honest vendors and pushes dishonest vendors out of the plat-
form. High-quality vendors are rewarded with signals of their

trustworthiness, which ought to make them more appealing to
future buyers. On the other hand, low-quality vendors ought
to see their sales dry up after a series of disgruntled buyers
report their negative experiences.

On markets where “seller anonymity is guaranteed, and
no legal recourse exists against scammers, one would expect
a certain amount of deception.” [8] Yet, the market capital-
ization of online anonymous marketplaces (OAMs) has mas-
sively grown since their inception in 2011, with individual
vendors in these platforms that operate multi-million dollar
operations [35, 46]. This alone seems to indicate that the rep-
utation and feedback systems in place in these marketplaces
are overall working as expected.

However, scam stories abound in underground forums.
Goods that do not match their description, dangerously adul-
terated drugs, and unfulfilled orders are among the most com-
mon complaints. So, which is it? Do these marketplaces pro-
vide enough signals for buyers to distinguish between high
and low quality vendors? Or do buyers have to resort to other
signals to make this determination?

Answering these questions is especially important in the
context of underground markets, where hazardous substances
(e.g., narcotics) are often being sold. A key argument in de-
fense of these markets is that, by enabling buyers to avoid dan-
gerous vendors and/or products, reputation systems help with
harm reduction compared to alternatives (e.g., street sales).
However, this claim assumes that these reputation systems
provide a useful signal.

Surprisingly, despite substantial research demonstrating the
importance of reputation in driving sales in traditional online
marketplaces [2, 38], there has been significantly less explo-
ration of what drives success in OAMs. While prior work has
found some correlations between market or forum-derived
features and performance [10, 18, 45], they have only studied
narrower contexts: carding forums [10, 18], or B2B cyber-
crime vendors in a single market [45]. Furthermore, despite
ample evidence that buyers use Reddit-like forums to pro-
vide additional vendor reviews, no prior work studies the link
between forum-derived features and success in OAMs. Last,



despite prior work examining listing and vendor longevity
in OAMs [8, 35], no prior work tests which factors impact
survivability of vendors in these markets.

We fill these gaps by exploring the predictive power of var-
ious signals on the financial success or longevity of a vendor
from a OAM. We 1) use multivariate survivability models to
test the role of various covariates on the disappearance of a
vendor, and 2) use explainable machine learning models to
predict the disappearance and wealth tier that a vendor will
belong to in a future state of the market. We conduct our
experiments on eight OAMs and two types of forums, with
activity spanning from 2011 to 2023.

Ultimately, long-term vendor success, as determined by ac-
crued wealth and permanence in the market, is a good proxy
for the vendor selling acceptable products. As such, the ability
to predict this success likely helps predicting the risk associ-
ated with a specific vendor.

We offer the following contributions:

• We quantify the impact of various market and forum-
derived features on vendor longevity and find that feedback
scores (including imported product reviews from other
markets) have a significant impact on increasing longevity
across most markets we study;

• We find that (both positive and negative) reputation signals
from forums explain vendor survivability, but overall have
little predictive power for vendor success;

• We demonstrate we can build a generalizable model to
predict, more accurately than raw feedback, which vendors
may leave the market in the short-term (1–3 months);

• We find that future financial success is predictable, par-
ticularly for the top/bottom 25% of vendors, and even on
previously unseen markets.

• We find that features external to the market, and time-series
representations of features not only fail to increase the
predictive power, but instead often decrease it.

Our results have several implications. First, our models
can be used by law enforcement agencies for early identifica-
tion of important vendors on emerging markets. In particular,
by achieving high predictive accuracy even when applied
to a new, previously unseen market, our models can make
monitoring and intervention efforts targeting online crimi-
nal ecosystems more efficient. Furthermore, our results shed
light on the viability of strategies that involve “poisoning” the
reputation of vendors inside OAMs and across forums.

Second, our results empirically validate the role of reputa-
tion systems in OAMs. On the one hand, we find evidence that
a functioning feedback system may help online marketplaces
reduce harm for drug consumers—and that it can be improved
by looking at other signals. On the other hand, we find that
discourse and reputation signals from external forums may
not be as useful to identify bad actors.

2 Background and Related Work

We next provide an overview of reputation systems in the
broad context of general online commerce, before focusing
on idiosyncracies of anonymous markets; and discuss mea-
surement and inferencing work on OAMs and forums.

2.1 Reputation & Feedback Systems
Online marketplaces initially faced significant skepticism,
particularly from economic theorists. The asymmetric infor-
mation between buyers and sellers, as well as the lack of
incentive from one party to guard against risk, can indeed
drive markets to failure [38]. Traditional online marketplaces
(e.g., eBay) overcame these challenges by employing repu-
tation systems. Reputation systems are essential in creating
trust, particularly in two-sided marketplaces (i.e., markets
that serve as platforms to connect independent buyers with
independent vendors, such as eBay). The promise that good
(resp. bad) behavior in the present may be rewarded (resp.
penalized) in the future by increased (resp. decreased) sales
is how reputation systems incentivize buyers to act in good
faith. There is substantial economic literature in conventional
markets that empirically demonstrate how vendors with better
reputation attract more buyers and higher prices, while the
converse holds true for disreputable vendors [2].

OAMs face similar challenges as conventional online mar-
ketplaces, but with some particularities. First, dispute resolu-
tion is less robust. None of the parties (particularly buyers)
have any legal recourse when facing a scam. Second, vendors
often have access to buyers’ private information (e.g., ship-
ping address) and can leak this information in retaliation [27].
Third, illicit goods—particularly, narcotics—typically have
high price and quality dispersion [34]. This quality uncer-
tainty is exacerbated by the lack of incentive for buyers to
guard buyers against risk (moral hazard).

Nonetheless, OAMs have persisted and thrived, which in-
dicates that they have managed to create systems of trust be-
tween buyers and sellers. Platforms offer a variety of features
to create trust, including escrow, discussion forums, feedback
scores, automated reviews, and various signaling mechanisms
such as badges [25,41]. In two surveys, OAM buyers reported
that the existence of reputation systems fostered their engage-
ment [3, 4]. Yet, it is unclear which specific signals are most
important in creating trust and drive vendor success.

2.2 Performance in Criminal Markets
Prior work [5,10,18,45] has attempted to measure and explain
the factors that drive success in criminal markets, particularly
in OAMs and sales-driven criminal forums.1 While OAMs

1We distinguish between sales-driven criminal forums whose primary
intent is to connect buyers and vendors in private transactions, and forums that
serve a complementary role to OAMs, e.g., to discuss vendor experiences.



and criminal forums offer slightly different transaction ex-
periences for buyers, they share many similarities and have
been broadly studied using similar theories. For instance, re-
searchers have analyzed vendor signals through Gambetta’s
signaling theory [14] to identify and explain buyer preference
in carding forums [10, 18], while van Wegberg et al. applied
it to explain B2B vendor performance in OAMs [44]. Several
papers have attempted to characterize vendor trajectories in
OAMs [5, 44], or have studied conversations and actors in fo-
rums to identify “key players” [7,22,33,49]. Similarly, others
have found links between observable features (e.g., vendor
position in their social network) and private features (e.g.,
amount of private messages received) [28, 30, 37].

Ultimately, this body of research attempts to identify which
vendors will become successful directly (e.g., sales volume
when feedback can be used as a proxy) or indirectly (e.g.,
number of private messages when sales proxies are elusive).
Unfortunately, the results have not yielded a clear picture
of what drives financial success. Van Wegberg et al. posited
that who the vendor is matters more than product differentia-
tors [45]. Holt et al. found that signals like badges in forums
seemed to drive more feedback [18]. Décary-Hétu et al. found
correlations between vendors’ sales and their network fea-
tures but not with their forum features [10]. Furthermore,
even though buyers have long used forums to review OAM
vendors [19, 20, 24, 47], the literature shows a gap on how
reputation and/or influence signals from forums affect OAM
vendor success. Despite prior work modeling the survivabil-
ity of vendors and listings [8, 35], factors that accelerate the
disappearance of vendors and listings remain unknown. Last,
Bradley explored the resiliency of the OAM ecosystem, as
well as that of vendors within it. Closest to our work, they
observed how reputational damage may reduce vendor capac-
ity to trade [6]. They also employed a qualitative approach
on forum data to assess the impact of law enforcement opera-
tions [6]. We use similar techniques but apply them toward
vendor financial success.

3 Methodology

We next describe how we obtained and processed data from
the markets and forums we analyze, how we extract the fea-
tures our analysis uses, and discuss data validation.

3.1 Data Sources
Marketplaces: High-confidence inference from web scrapes
requires robust processing and validation strategies [9].
Hence, we use peer-reviewed and validated datasets when
possible. For the Silk Road, Pandora, Silk Road 2.0, Agora,
and Evolution markets, we use the Soska and Christin [35]
dataset; for Hansa Market, the Cuevas et al. [9] dataset; for
Alphabay, the van Wegberg et al. [46] dataset. In addition, we
collected and processed a market active at the time of writing,

Nemesis, along with its internal forum. Figure 1 shows the
revenue of all markets (scaled to be on the same time axis).
Subreddits: Many OAMs used Reddit as a discus-
sion platform until they got banned in 2018 [12].2

We collected and processed data from the subreddit
/r/HansaDarknet-Market which contains 264 posts, 3,613
comments, from September 2015 to September 2017. This
subreddit was used to discuss matters related to the Hansa
marketplace (e.g., news, policy updates), by vendors to
advertise products, and by buyers to describe their expe-
riences with vendors. We also collected and processed
/r/DarkNetMarkets, with 125,300 posts, and 1,850,533
comments, ranging from October 2013 to September 2017.
Similar to /r/HansaDarknet, this subreddit discussed ven-
dor quality across a variety of markets, among other topics.
Nemesis Forum: The Nemesis forum similarly employs
a Reddit-style interface, with various sub-forums such as
/n/AskNemesis for platform questions and /n/Cocaine, for
discussions related to cocaine vendors. Creating a Nemesis
marketplace account also creates a Nemesis forum account,
so that marketplace and forum handles are identical (for both
buyers and sellers). We collected 4,018 posts and 12,710
comments from March 2022 to February 2023.

3.2 Data Processing and Validation

We scraped Nemesis from November 18th, 2022 to Febru-
ary 1st, 2023 at a rate of about 32 pages/min (or roughly
46,000 pages per day). We employed a Scrapy-based breadth-
first scraper.3 Similar to previous work, we attempted to proxy
sales by matching feedback to item listings. Given that we
began scraping the market relatively early in its development,
we were able to match over 99% of collected feedback to
listings. This is facilitated by Nemesis’ design: feedback left
on vendor pages links to the item page featuring the review.
However, Nemesis presents a unique challenge: some indi-
vidual item listings feature various quantity options (e.g., a
listing “High-quality Cocaine” may offer “1g at $10,” “15g at
$125,” and “1kg at $5,000”). The most conservative approach
would be to assume that each sale is for the lowest priced op-
tion, giving us a lower bound on sales, but potentially vastly
underestimating the sales. Instead, we experiment with taking
the mean and the median price when a list of options is pro-
vided. While Nemesis vendors do not seem to use “holding
prices,” i.e., abnormally high prices signifying a lack of stock,
we applied the same heuristic as Soska and Christin to filter
these out, such that our data is consistent with theirs [35].

Furthermore, to validate our processing and inference, both
authors independently parsed the raw HTML scrapes and esti-

2After the 2018 ban, a Reddit alternative, Dread, emerged, but it does
not feature data relevant to the markets we study—in particular, Nemesis
discourse is all but banned on Dread due to a feud between administrators.

3Due to parallelization across multiple scraping agents, the breadth-first
order is not always respected in practice.



Table 1: Overview of collected and processed marketplace data.

Marketplace #Vendors #Feedbacks Est. Revenue First Seen Last Seen Activity Length #Snapshots

Silk Road 2,336 605,744 $62,334,431 2011-11-27 2013-08-19 631 days 133
Pandora 459 89,065 $12,239,165 2013-11-02 2014-10-13 345 days 140
Silk Road 2.0 1,202 687,375 $121,529,265 2013-11-27 2014-10-29 336 days 195
Agora 1,961 234,272 $40,857,567 2013-12-24 2015-02-11 414 days 161
Evolution 2,352 464,146 $43,993,997 2014-01-13 2015-02-18 401 days 43
Alphabay 6,101 1,736,127 $218,971,605 2014-12-31 2017-05-26 877 days 33
Hansa 1,309 153,400 $13,149,373 2015-08-21 2017-07-15 694 days 14
Nemesis 372 18,794 $6,388,411 2022-03-09 2023-01-31 328 days 10

Figure 1: Revenue over time for all markets scaled to the same
time axis. Each point is a four-week rolling window average.
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mated the revenue for each vendor. Our estimates of revenue
using the minimum listing price are within 6% of each other.
We did not find public analyses of Nemesis to which we could
compare our revenue against as Cuevas et al. did for the Hansa
market [9].

3.3 Extracting Features

Our goal is to understand the impact of reputation systems on
the financial success or disappearance of vendors across mar-
kets. Over time, markets have displayed a variety of attributes
and badges for vendors, such as measures of “level,” “score,”
“experience,” and/or whether a vendor has undergone some
measure of verification. Markets have also employed a variety
of feedback scales (e.g., 1–5 stars, positive/neutral/negative,
etc.). Furthermore, vendors have also utilized various differen-
tiators, such as alternate media of communication (e.g., Tele-
gram, ICQ, etc.), describing terms of service, refund policies,
and avenues for customer support. Prior work has found that
some platform-specific attributes may be used to explain sales
performance (e.g., customer support), for a type of goods (i.e.,
cybercrime-related), within a specific market (Alphabay) [46].

We hypothesize that we can use generalizable features or

attributes to explain and predict the performance of vendors
across OAMs. We focus on features common across mar-
kets, using the basic objects that support these markets: feed-
back/reviews, listings/items, and vendors [9]. We also explore
the impact of capturing time variations across these features,
as the market evolves. Lastly, we investigate the impact of
forum-based features.

3.4 Ethics of Data Collection and Release

Our Institutional Review Board (IRB) deemed our study not
to be human-subject research. Nonetheless, our work still
has important ethical implications. The collection and re-
lease of our data follows the principles outlined by Martin
and Christin [26], and the same approach as previous OAM
research, especially Soska and Christin [35] and Cuevas et
al. [9]. Whenever possible, we prioritized the use of existing
peer-reviewed datasets for replicability and to abide by the
same ethical considerations as prior work. However, we also
collected data from a new marketplace, Nemesis market. For
this, we balanced data accuracy with stealth (to avoid impact-
ing the studied ecosystem) and low impact on the Tor network
(using a light-weight crawler). We also contribute fast Tor
relays with long uptime to compensate for our use.

Marketplace and forum data contain discussion of poten-
tially illicit activities; and forum data may inadvertently leak
information about buyers and/or sellers. After consulting our
IRB and general counsel, an unlimited public release is unde-
sirable. However, we can follow the lead of other researchers.
Indeed, data for seven of the eight marketplaces we study
are already publicly available [9, 35] upon request, for non-
commercial use, using the IMPACT portal.4 This allows re-
searchers to vet possible uses of the data before releasing it.
We will adopt the same strategy for our own (Nemesis) data.

Last, we also relied on Reddit data, which was publicly
available through Pushshift [1] at the time of writing. How-
ever, since then, Reddit updated its API policies which has
affected the availability of these data through Pushshift [43].

4https://www.impactcybertrust.org.

https://www.impactcybertrust.org


Instead, these data may be accessed through independently
hosted torrents [36].

3.4.1 Base Features

As a starting point, we define and extract features common
across our markets. Our initial set of feature categories are:

• Revenue features: mean/median order value, cumulative
revenue, time of first sale.

• Feedback features: count, average count per week, and
feedback score.

• Listing features: item diversity, within-category price z-
score, time of first listing, main category of goods sold.

3.4.2 Temporal Features

We can make some of the above features more expressive by
adding a time dimension. Using just the base features defined
above, yields a matrix of shape (nr_vendors×nr_ f eatures)
up to a time T in the market. However, we could also
build time series for several of the above features by track-
ing their evolution over time. That is, we break T into
a series of time steps ti, resulting in a matrix of shape
(nr_vendors× nr_timesteps× nr_ f eatures). For example,
for period of length T , rather than just having the total revenue
up to time T , we instead consider the revenue per time step
(e.g., week) ti up to T .

3.4.3 Forum Features

Forums provide a platform for customers to discuss expe-
riences with vendors, or suspicions that a vendor has been
compromised by law enforcement [19, 24]. Forums also pro-
vide signals on vendor notoriety (e.g., if a vendor’s posts
garner a lot of attention) or influence (e.g., by looking at their
interaction network size). As such, forum signals may help
predict vendor success and longevity.

For Hansa, we consider /r/HansaDarknet-Market and
/r/DarkNetMarkets, similar to prior work [6]. Posts we con-
sider in /r/DarkNetMarkets refer to vendors who existed
in Hansa, but may not always directly relate to a sale taking
place on Hansa. Further, there is no definitive way of map-
ping users from Reddit to the Hansa marketplace. For this
reason, we do not attempt to build interaction networks be-
tween users. Instead, we only extract comment “sentiment”
(good, neutral, and bad) about vendors. We first try automated
methods: named-entity recognition for vendor discovery, and
sentiment analysis. However, pilot testing showed that these
methods perform poorly in these forums, as described below.5

Instead, we opt for a manual analysis process.
5Whether typical sentiment analysis packages could be made to work, us-

ing specialized training sets, is an open question, that is likely to be answered
in the affirmative. However, performing such retraining would have required
a labeled OAM forum dataset in the first place, which was not available.

We first use a fuzzy matching search for vendor names
across posts to find a set of candidate posts and comments
that may refer to a given vendor. We find 2,294 posts and
a total of 13,002 comments under these posts. One coder
independently goes through the posts and comments and 1)
confirms that the match was appropriate, and 2) determine
the sentiment of the comment or post given to a vendor. For
validation, we randomly select 10% of the posts and com-
ments and have a second coder qualify these posts. That way,
we also ensured that the first coder was not missing entries.
The coders then compared their results and derived a Cohen’s
Kappa of κ = 0.58, moderate agreement. The disagreements
mainly stemmed from three types of issues:

• Unclear interpretation (e.g., conflicting sentiment).
“[REDACTED]’s bud would actually look realllly nice if
his buds werent so compressed.”

• Unclear attribution (e.g., acronym mapping). “I remem-
ber KK having issues with oily batches.” posts anymore?”

• Lack of understanding in lingo. “50% FE [from this ven-
dor]seems tarded to me. Anyone else?”

While a moderate agreement is not ideal, the examples
above illustrate the difficulty of both attributing and interpret-
ing signals in fora, even when done manually. Unsurprisingly,
our automated efforts to extract entities (through named-entity
recognition models) and to extract sentiment (by leveraging
sentiment analysis models) failed to provide useful results.
To mitigate the sources of disagreement, we introduced a
“neutral” code for comments, rather than just “positive” and
“negative.” However, we chose to exclude “neutral” mentions
as we found them to be of little use (e.g., “Please give me one
example of shilling for [REDACTED]” conveys little signal).
Furthermore, when the attribution was not clear, we decided
to omit the comment. Using these guidelines, the first coder
coded the rest of the dataset, and we focused on comments
that had clearer signals, such as “I love that Yoda out of all
those strains!! That Skywalker from [REDACTED] is fire as
well!!” In total we found 843 positive (677 unique vendors)
and 263 (210 unique vendors) negative comments.

For Nemesis we can derive social networks of vendors and
buyers given that the forum and marketplace aliases are the
same. We can see a vendor listings, as well as their posts and
comments. Thus, we create a directed interaction network for
comments, whereby an edge is formed when a comment is left
as a reply to a comment/post. We also quantify the number
of posts and comments made by each vendor, as well as the
up-votes they receive. Due to the large number of interactions
between buyers and vendors on the forum, we did not attempt
to manually code the sentiment of these interactions.

3.4.4 Listing Categorization

Each market provides a different categorization of goods. For
cross-market comparability, we use the listing category clas-



sifier from Soska and Christin [35]. This classifier predicts
whether a listing pertain to one of the following categories:
Opioids, Ecstasy, Psychedelics, Cannabis, Digital Goods (e.g.,
malware, cybercrime, carding), Prescription-based Drugs,
stimulants, Benzodiazepines, Dissociatives, Other (which
combines drug paraphernalia, weapons, electronics, tobacco,
sildenafil, and steroids [35]), and Miscellaneous (everything
that does not fit in any of the above categories).

4 Survivability Drivers

We first explore the impact of reputation scores on vendor
survivability using a Cox proportional-hazards regression. We
include in our model covariates that capture the main type of
goods that the vendor offers, as well as whether they operate
in a different market. Last, we control for the effects of wealth
by stratifying our experiments.

Past work has measured the survivability of vendors by
employing Kaplan-Meier models and using the observability
(i.e., reachability of the page or last observed activity6) of
vendors and listings to define the “death” event [5, 8, 35].
However, Kaplan-Meier models are univariate and do not
allow us to observe the effect of various covariates, nor can
they be used with continuous variables.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We define our death event to be the last week that a vendor has
an observable sale (as observed by the feedback timestamp)
in the market. If the vendor had a sale in the last two weeks
of the market, we consider the vendor to have remained alive
until the market end. We do this to account for collection
errors during the days preceding a market takedown operation.
Using statistical terminology, all vendors who did not die prior
to the end of the market are “right-censored.”

We are interested in the effects of reputation scores on the
survivability of a vendor. To explore this effect, we also in-
clude covariates that may impact the survivability, namely,
the main type of goods sold by the vendor, as well as their
presence in other markets. To determine presence in other
markets, we matched case-insensitive handles. Tai et al. show
this approximation is acceptable, given the absence of ground
truth and infrequent occurrences of impersonation [39]. Last,
we account for the wealth tier the vendor belonged to dur-
ing our last observations. More specifically, we encode our
variables as follows:

• Average feedback value (FB): the mean value of all the
feedback the vendor received. If the market does not use
a 5-point scale, we transform the scores using a min-max
scaler.

6Some marketplaces present a “last seen” field in vendor profiles that
seems to track login activity.

• Presence in other markets (POM): encoded as an indi-
cator variable, 1 indicates the vendor’s name exists in a
different (contemporary or earlier) market, 0 and if not.

• Main category: Soska and Christin [35]’s classifier dis-
tinguishes between 10 categories of goods. To reduce the
number of covariates in our model, we re-label the cate-
gories into a smaller set considering the potential harm
to users [29]. We distinguish between category A drugs
(potentially more harmful): opioids, ecstasy, prescription,
stimulants, benzodiazepines, and dissociatives; category B
drugs: psychedelics and cannabis (potentially less harm-
ful); and digital goods (D). We exclude miscellaneous
goods such as counterfeit goods and weapons, as their
sales volumes are very small. We then create three indi-
cator variables, where a 1 indicates the main category of
goods sold by the vendor, between category A drugs (MA),
category B drugs (MB), and digital goods (MD).

• Wealth tier: vendors are divided into quartiles based on
the revenue they accumulated at the time of our last ob-
servation. We encode this as 1 to 4, where 4 corresponds
to the highest 25% earners. Because this variable is corre-
lated with survivability, we do not include it as a covariate.
Instead, we stratify our model based on the four tiers.

The hazards regression formula for all markets is then:

h(t) = exp(α+FB+ I(POM)+ I(MA)+ I(MB)+ I(MD)) .

Last, we run two additional experiments with
the features derived from forum data, namely the
/r/HansaDarknet-Market and /r/DarkNetMarkets
subreddits and the internal Nemesis forum. For Hansa,
we encode the variables as two indicator variables which
capture negative and positive mentions. We choose indicator
variables as the encoding for two reasons. First, plenty of
users refer to vendors by aliases or abbreviations (e.g., “YD”
for YOURDEALER). Our fuzzy matcher is not able to catch
these instances so such users are underrepresented. Further,
we noticed that in some threads, users almost exclusively
mention a vendor by name, whereas in other threads vendors
are introduced by name once and subsequent comments only
refer to them using pronouns. Thus, we smoothen the effect
with indicator variables. For Nemesis, we add as covariates
the vendors’ degree and various centralities, as well as the
number of posts made and the number of posts deleted.
However, experiments involving betweenness, eigenvector,
and closeness failed to converge, so we omit them.

The hazards regression formula for the extended variables
in Hansa and Nemesis are as follows:

h(t) = exp(α+ I(Pos.Mention)+ I(Neg.Mention)) ,

and

h(t) = exp(α+Deg.Cent.+Bet.Cent.Nr.Posts+Nr.Del.Posts) .



Table 2: Cox Proportional Hazards Regression across all 8 markets, where exp(c) indicates the hazard rate increase per unit
increment. The regression was stratified based on the wealth quartile the vendors belonged to at the end of the market.

Silk Road 1 Pandora Silk Road 2 Agora
Covariates exp(c) SE z p exp(c) SE z p exp(c) SE z p exp(c) SE z p

Avg. Feedback Value 0.50 0.16 -4.25 <.005 0.69 0.24 -1.53 0.13 0.51 0.10 -6.34 <.005 0.61 0.07 -7.48 <.005
Presence in Other Mkt. – – – – 0.85 0.14 -1.16 0.24 0.59 0.09 -5.95 <.005 0.67 0.07 -5.73 <.005
Mainly Digital 0.89 0.19 -0.62 0.53 0.78 0.37 -0.69 0.49 0.56 0.26 -2.24 0.02 0.80 0.21 0.29 0.29
Mainly Category A Drugs 1.12 0.18 0.61 0.54 1.10 0.34 0.29 0.77 0.87 0.23 -0.59 0.55 1.31 0.19 1.42 0.16
Mainly Category B Drugs 1.30 0.17 1.50 0.13 0.91 0.34 -0.27 0.78 0.78 0.24 -1.06 0.29 1.10 0.20 0.50 0.62

Evolution Alphabay Hansa Nemesis
Covariates exp(c) SE z p exp(c) SE z p exp(c) SE z p exp(c) SE z p

Avg. Feedback Value 0.58 0.12 -4.44 <.005 0.67 0.05 -7.91 <.005 0.50 0.19 -3.59 <.005 0.36 0.18 -5.48 <.005
Presence in Other Mkt. 0.59 0.07 -7.26 <.005 0.68 0.05 -7.29 <.005 0.60 0.14 -3.77 <.005 1.32 0.31 0.89 0.37
Mainly Digital 0.64 0.21 -2.14 0.03 0.47 0.11 -7.09 <.005 0.78 0.41 -0.61 0.54 0.33 0.63 -1.75 0.08
Mainly Category A Drugs 0.69 0.21 -1.74 0.08 0.75 0.11 -2.69 0.01 1.90 0.40 1.62 0.10 0.61 0.65 -0.76 0.45
Mainly Category B Drugs 0.74 0.21 -1.43 0.15 0.75 0.11 -2.70 0.01 1.58 0.40 1.14 0.26 0.45 0.65 -1.23 0.22

Table 3: Cox Proportional Hazards Regression on forum
features extracted for Hansa and Nemesis.

Hansa-Extended

Covariates exp(c) SE z p

Positive Mention 0.70 0.15 -2.43 0.01
Negative Mention 0.80 0.24 -0.93 0.35

Nemesis-Extended

Covariates exp(c) SE z p

In Degree 0.99 0.01 -1.18 0.24
Out Degree 0.02 1.02 1.71 0.09
Nr. of Posts 0.99 0.01 -0.47 0.64
Nr. of Upvotes 1.00 0.00 -0.26 0.80
Nr. of Del. Posts 1.04 0.06 0.65 0.52

4.2 Results

We find that the average reputation score of each vendor is sig-
nificantly (p < .005) associated with a decrease in the hazard
rate across all markets except Pandora, as seen in Table 2. The
interpretation for the exponential of the coefficient (exp(c)) is
that, for example, a one-unit increase in the average feedback
value on Silk Road 1, corresponds to a 50% decrease in the
hazard rate. We also observe the same significant reduction
in the hazard rate on vendors who had a presence in other
markets. We find more mixed effects on the category of drugs
being sold. That is, whether the seller mainly class A “harder”
or class B “softer” drugs has mixed impact on the hazard rate
across markets. Vendors who focused on digital goods, how-
ever, were more consistently correlated with lower hazards
with some significant effects (p < .05) observed in Silk Road
2, Evolution, and Alphabay.

In our extended experiments for Hansa, we found that pos-
itive mentions of vendors across subreddits decreased the
hazard rate by 30% significantly (p = .01), as observed in Ta-
ble 3. In the case of Nemesis, we did not observe significant
effects across the measures of centrality that we tested, nor
across the number of posts or deleted posts that vendors had.

4.3 Reputation Slander Attack

By leveraging the results from our survivability analysis we
can conceptualize the cost and potential impact of a reputa-
tion attack. Past work suggested interventions that exacerbate
information asymmetries in these markets to push them to
failure [21, 32]; and showed that reduction in reputation may
affect vendors’ trade capabilities [6]. An example proposed
by Franklin et al. in IRC-based markets was to use Sybils to
slander the reputation of vendors [13].

Our results indicate that a slander campaign may only work
if done through product reviews within the market and not
in forums. In our model, we did not observe that negative
mentions had an effect on survivability. Forum signals may in
fact be too noisy to a prospective buyer. For instance, vendor
visibility across posts could also help advertising. Likewise,
negative comments are not always unilaterally accepted, in-
stead they often draw debate and alternative experience re-
ports from other buyers. This phenomenon was also noted by
Morselli et al., when exploring conflict resolution techniques
in criminal forums [27]. On the other hand, product review
scores have a marked impact on survivability. Based on these
results, we can infer the theoretical cost and impact of the
attack as follows: we calculate the cost of decreasing a unit of
average review score based on the lowest item cost. Let CA
be a vendor’s current average score, T F the total number of
reviews they have received, L the lowest review that can be
given, and F the number of feedback needed for the attack.
Then,

CA×T F +L×F
T F +F

=CA−1 ,



and
Cost = F× Item Cost .

Solving for F gives us the cost of a reputational attack on a
given OAM vendor by increasing their hazard. As an example,
the vendor “YOURDEALER” (one of the largest vendors in
Nemesis, at the time of writing) has an average feedback score
of 4.99 from a total of 742 reviews, and their lowest priced
item is $9. It would take 254 1-star reviews for a total cost
of ∼ $2,286 to reduce their average rating by 1 unit and thus
increase their (predicted) hazard by 64%. In practice, less 1-
star reviews might be sufficient to cause fear in future vendors.
Furthermore, the cost could be further reduced by conducting
these attacks early in a vendor’s career.

5 Predicting Success and Longevity

We now explore whether we are able to predict the financial
success of a vendor, and the variables that drive their suc-
cess. For interpretability, we use standard decision tree-based
models. We train and test a standard prediction model which
does not capture time variation across variables, and a model
which does. We then repeat our experiments with the addi-
tional variables from Hansa and Nemesis. Last, we explore
the generalizability of our models by training and testing with
different market combinations.

5.1 Predicting Future Financial Success
Given a set of observable features from a vendor at a given
state of the market, our first goal is to predict the wealth
tier (i.e., revenue quartile) to which the vendor will belong
at some point in the future. We then repeat this process by
incorporating temporal features and forum-derived features
for Hansa and Nemesis.

We do not attempt to predict revenue directly because rev-
enue estimates are noisy and can often be heavily biased
by collection and inference factors [9]. Consider the case of
Nemesis, where vendors can choose to create a listing with
various price options, or create one listing per offering. Us-
ing feedback as proxy for sales, we have no way of inferring
which option the buyer used. Thus, the range of potential rev-
enue that we could estimate for the vendor is wide, depending
on what price we choose to use for our proxy. Furthermore,
using quartiles allows for evenly balanced prediction targets.

5.1.1 Experiments Setup

For each market, we split the market into weekly intervals.
We label each vendor with the quartile they belong at the end
of the market (i.e., the last week the market was active prior
to a takedown, or in the case of Nemesis, the last week for
which we have data collection). Then, we iteratively split our
dataset into observation intervals up to a given week. At each

time step, we train a model based on the state of the market
at that time. As we include observations of the market, new
vendors appear and the features evolve.

We first train a Random Forest Classifier (RF) on the ob-
servable vendors’ base features (described in Section 3.4.1).
A Random Forest model is an ensemble estimator that fits
decision trees to various sub-samples of the data [31]. We also
train two additional classifiers on Hansa and Nemesis with
the additional features extracted from their corresponding
forums.

We hypothesize that time and time variation of features
carry signals which will improve our estimation task. For
instance, we may want to capture vendors with first-mover
advantage, or the momentum of sales that a vendor has from
one time step to the next. Our base features can be made
more expressive by adding a time dimension. Using only
the base features defined in Section 3.4.1, we have a matrix
of shape (nr_vendors× nr_ f eatures) up to time T in the
market. However, we could also build a time series for some
of the features by tracking the evolution of features over
time, as described in Section 3.4.2. That is, we break T into
a series of time steps ti, and end up with a matrix of shape
(nr_vendors×nr_timesteps×nr_ f eatures).

To conduct a classification task on our time series data,
we train a Time Series Forest classifier (TSF). A TSF model
extends a RF classifier by sub-sampling the input time series
into slices of random lengths (denoted as “windows” in the
model) and extracting the mean, the standard deviation, and
the slope. Each of these windows can provide insights into the
temporal characteristics of the input time series, allowing us to
explore what windows and features were the most relevant in
the prediction [11]. Similar to the RF classifier, the sub-trees
in TSF choose a label using hard voting.

We repeat the same process we defined with our RF model
for all markets. We use out-of-the-box parameters for our
models: 100 estimators and maximum depth of 4 for both the
RF and the TSF. TSF has an additional parameter: the number
of windows. For this, we choose the number of timestamps
as the number of windows. We use a 75/25% train test split.

5.1.2 Results

Our models perform better without the temporal features, as
observed in Figure 2. Even when the model has access to
almost a complete view of the market, the average accuracy
plateaus at 70% for our TSF model. This indicates that having
temporal features is detrimental to the model’s performance,
which is possibly caused by the hard voting mechanism the
TSF model uses. The model may be learning features from
earlier portions of a vendor’s performance that may seem to
indicate future success. Since it weighs these features equally
to more recent data, the newer observations are unable to
affect the final prediction.

On the other hand, we see that the RF model converges to



Figure 2: Accuracy in predicting the end of market wealth quantile a vendor belongs to across markets. Labels are balanced.
Experiments were conducted in absolute time. However, for visual representation, markets’ timesteps were scaled to the percent
elapsed; 0.5 represents halfway through a market’s lifetime. “Extended” indicates that we used additional subreddit/forum
features. Decreases in accuracy are due to new vendor entrancy.
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(b) TSF model using temporal features.

a perfect accuracy as the market evolves. At 20% of the mar-
ket’s lifetime, we achieve over 40% of accuracy in predicting
the vendors who would accrue the most wealth by the end of
the market. At 40% of the market’s life time our accuracy is
mostly over 60%. And by 80% of the market, we have over
75% accuracy, and over 90% accuracy for two markets.

Last, we find that the additional forum features seem to
have little effect on the prediction accuracy. Hansa’s forum
features decrease the accuracy of the model. Nemesis shows
the opposite. In either case, the effect is small in the RF model.
On the other hand, we see a significantly higher negative effect
in the TSF model. In the case of “Nemesis-Extended,” we see
an accuracy of 5–10% decrease at each time step, as well as
less convergence towards the end of the market. In this case
as well, the forum activity habits of vendors of different sizes
may not be sufficiently distinct for these features to carry a
meaningful signal, which ultimately confounds the model.

5.2 Predicting Vendor Disappearance

We now attempt to build a model to predict whether a vendor
will leave the market or is at risk of doing so. Similar to before,
we consider a vendor to have disappeared from the market at
the time they stop receiving feedback. To do this, we employ
the base features we described in Section 3.4.1. Furthermore,
we design our experiments to combine observations across
markets for generalizability.

5.2.1 Experiment Setup

Our goal is to identify the vendors who are on the brink of
leaving the market. To do this we design a classifier that

attempts to predict one of the following: 1) whether a given
vendor will leave the market in the next month (high-risk), 2)
whether the vendor will leave the market after the first month
but before the third month, or 3) whether the vendor will still
be active after the third month.

For each market, we split the market lifetime into weekly
intervals. At each stage of the market, we label the vendors
according to the labels above. We then combine data from
different markets. However, given that our prediction goal is
not end-of-market revenue, we do not combine them based
on the percent of revenue accrued by the market. Instead, we
naïvely combine vendors from different markets based on the
amount of time elapsed in the market. That is, we combine
observations from a vendor from market M at week W with
a vendor from market M′ at week W . Further, as vendors
disappear from the market, we remove them from our sample
(so as to not overfit on already disappeared vendors).

We then train and evaluate an RF model and a TSF model
with default settings, similar to our experiment setup in Sec-
tion 5.1.1, at each timestep. We note, however, that both mod-
els perform poorly (F1 < 0.25 for high/mid-risk vendors) due
to class imbalance (i.e., not a lot of vendors disappear within
1–3 months). Therefore, instead of evaluating our model based
on label prediction, we collect the label probabilities for each
class. To do this, we pick the classifier with the best F1 score
for high/mid-risk labels, trained on a subset of data from all
markets. We then use this classifier to assemble, for each
timestep, the 20% of vendors with: 1) the highest probabili-
ties in the high-risk class, 2) the highest probabilities in the
mid-risk class, 3) the lowest average feedback score, 4) and a
random sample. We take the average survival time for each
of these groups, at each timestep of each market. We chose



Figure 3: Average survival time in weeks for each group,
across all market timesteps. Vendors who stop having sales af-
ter a given week are removed from the sample. The high/mid-
risk groups across markets were assembled with the same
classifier, which was trained with samples from all markets.
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20% as it provided a big enough sample size for each market,
while reducing the overlap between vendors across groups.

5.2.2 Results

Across all markets, the group of vendors assigned the high-
est probabilities of being at “high-risk” indeed had shorter
lifespans as compared to the other groups, as seen in Figure 3.
Vendors in the “mid-risk” category also had shorter lifespans
than the other groups, except for Silk Road 2. We observe
that a low average feedback score seems to carry some sig-
nal of quality, given that vendors with low average feedback
score have, for the most part, slightly shorter lifespans than
a random sample. However, we observe that a low average
feedback score, alone, may not be clearly indicative of a near-
term disappearance from the market. For instance, established
vendors may have a dip in their average feedback score in a
given week, but that may not necessarily shorten their lifespan
significantly. Our main finding is that making a prediction
on the lifespan of a vendor, may depend on more variables
beyond just average feedback scores.

6 Generalizability and Feature Importance

For our vendor disappearance model, we trained our model by
mixing vendor observations from different markets because
the event of interest is whether a vendor stopped receiving
feedback. That is, the labels are not significantly different
across markets. We claim generalizability for this model,
given that we used a single classifier, trained on traces from
all markets to do predictions for each of these markets across
each of the markets’ lifetimes.

For our financial success model, however, our labels are the
end-of-market revenue quantiles for a given market. Thus, we
cannot directly combine vendor observations from different
markets For instance, vendor V from market M may belong
to Q1 with $1M revenue, whereas vendor V ′ from market
M′ may belong to Q3 with $1M of revenue. Furthermore,
in our vendor disappearance model we were able to directly
combine our traces based on the time elapsed in the market.
However, revenue is trickier. Consider the case of Silk Road
and Hansa. Silk Road was the first successful market, facing
little competition in its early stages. Hansa on the other hand,
was a market that had little traction for over a year, and gained
most of its revenue following the Alphabay takedown. If we
combine vendors’ data from the first month of Silk Road with
the data from the first month of Hansa, we are combining two
disparate market environments. Instead, we combine market’s
data when their environments were most similar.

Thus, to explore the generalizability of our financial predic-
tion model. We design an experiment where we train a model
on n−1 markets and predict on an unseen market. Further,
we combine cross-market observations by combining traces
at stages where the markets had accrued a similar revenue
percentage. We perform this experiment with all vendors, and
also by segmenting vendors by the main category they sold.
Last, we discuss feature importances across each model.

6.1 Experiment Setup

We want to repeat the experiments defined in Section 5.1.1 by
training a model on a set of markets and testing our prediction
on an unseen market. To combine observations across differ-
ent markets, we explore a simple heuristic: splitting the data
by the percent of revenue accrued by the market. That is, we
iteratively split each markets’ data at the time they accrued
10%, 20%, ..., 90% of the revenue at the time of their last
observation. We then iteratively combine the data of n− 1
markets to train our model, leaving one market out completely
(which we call our holdout market). We train and evaluate
each model on these n−1 markets using a 75/25% train/test
split. We then test the performance of our model on our hold-
out market. Finally, for each model, we conduct an ablation
study by iteratively removing each of the feature categories
described in Section 3.4.1: listing features, revenue features,
and feedback/reputation features.

We hypothesized that our classifier accuracy could be im-
proved by segmenting vendors by category. We used the same
labeling of Section 4. We combined vendors who sell mainly
category A (“harder”) drugs, B (“softer”) drugs, and digital
goods. For each market, we followed the same procedure as
mentioned above, except that we only trained and tested on
one category at a time.



Figure 4: Average prediction accuracy for the revenue quantile that a vendor belongs to by the end of the market. The prediction
accuracy is averaged across various revenue stages of the market (average accuracy). We train and evaluate our model on n−1
markets and test on the holdout market.
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(b) Comparison of test scores across categories. Category segmen-
tation uses only vendors whose primary good sold is in the given
category. Baseline is without segmentation.

6.2 Results

Our financial success model generalizes well to 6/8 other mar-
kets even when using a naïve heuristic to combine markets’
data, as seen in Figure 4a. Across all markets, the average
accuracy during evaluation stayed consistent. This means that
even when we shuffled vendors from different markets dur-
ing our train/test split, we were able to maintain a consistent
accuracy of over 70% for all markets except Alphabay, which
was 67%. Furthermore, in 5/8 markets we observed similar
performance between the accuracy during training/evaluation
and the accuracy during testing. This means that our model
was able to perform well when doing prediction on vendors
from a completely unseen market. The results from Nemesis
indicate generalizability across time, given that Nemesis is
significantly more recent than some markets (e.g., it appeared
10 years later than Silk Road).

With regards to our category segmentation approach, we
observe mixed results across markets, as seen in Figure 4b. In
general, we do not see significant improvements/deterioration
in performance over our baseline across markets. This could
be due the categories being too broad, due to a reduction in
the size of the training set, due to our current approach at
combining market segments, and/or due to different category
performance dynamics across markets (e.g., market X is more
popular for drug A, whereas market Y is more popular for
drug B). Nonetheless, we believe some form of segmentation
is useful, but will likely require market-specific optimizations.

In Table 4, we show the precision, recall, and F1 scores
for our experiments with each holdout market, across our 4

revenue quantiles. The model performs best when doing pre-
dictions on the lowest/highest earners (Q1 and Q4). Because
the overall market revenue follows a power law distribution,
the middle portion (Q2 and Q3) are harder to distinguish.
Last, in Table 5, we show that the absence of revenue-related
features decreases accuracy the most. When only reputation
features are excluded, accuracy is barely affected. When rev-
enue and reputation features are both excluded, the model
suffers the biggest loss. Listing-related features have little
impact on the model.

6.3 Explaining and Improving Performance

We hypothesize that the poor performance on Silk Road 2 and
Hansa is due to the unique environments that these markets
faced, as seen in Figure 1. Essentially, vendors in these mar-
kets may be considered to be out of distribution. Hansa had
unremarkable economic activity until two months before its
takedown. Following the Alphabay takedown, about 5,000
users a day flocked to Hansa [15]. Intuitively, models that
were trained in economic activity from markets that did not
experience the same trajectory are bound to have poor per-
formance, as observed in Figure 2. In the case of SR2, this
market had strong performance from the beginning likely due
to its brand recognition after the original Silk Road’s take-
down. However, its performance gradually degraded due to
a series of issues (arrest of moderators and a hack) [23], as
opposed to gradually ramping up. Because of this, a naïve
model that trains on markets dissimilar to Silk Road 2 yields
lower quality results.



Table 4: Average classification metrics across our 4 labels (wealth tiers). The holdout is the market on which we predict while
training on the others. Labels are balanced across classes. Each metric is the average score obtained across our 10 experiments.

Wealth Tier Q1 (x≤25%) Q2 (25%< x≤50%) Q3(50%< x≤75%) Q4(75%< x)
Holdout Market Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Silk Road 0.77 0.82 0.79 0.63 0.72 0.67 0.67 0.62 0.64 0.88 0.80 0.83
Pandora 0.83 0.55 0.65 0.47 0.50 0.48 0.54 0.64 0.58 0.81 0.84 0.82
Silk Road 2.0 0.76 0.31 0.43 0.22 0.16 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.20 0.54 0.93 0.68
Agora 0.64 0.76 0.67 0.53 0.66 0.58 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.92 0.69 0.77
Evolution 0.74 0.99 0.84 0.57 0.78 0.65 0.56 0.52 0.54 1.00 0.54 0.69
Alphabay 0.81 0.96 0.88 0.74 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.64 0.69 0.87 0.83 0.85
Hansa 0.48 1.00 0.65 0.26 0.38 0.31 0.28 0.20 0.23 1.00 0.40 0.57
Nemesis 0.68 0.96 0.79 0.65 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.99 0.62 0.76

Average: 0.71 0.79 0.71 0.51 0.59 0.54 0.54 0.51 0.52 0.88 0.71 0.75

Table 5: Ablation study of our revenue prediction model on
holdout markets. We exclude combinations of features and
quantify the accuracy decrease on the model.

Excluded Feature(s) Avg. Accuracy Decrease
Feature Set 1 Feature Set 2 Min. Max. Mean Std.

Revenue – 0.01 0.31 0.16 0.08
Reputation – <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Listing – <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01
Revenue Reputation 0.05 0.44 0.27 0.12
Revenue Listing 0.04 0.31 0.16 0.09
Reputation Listing 0.02 0.02 <0.01 <0.01

While segmentation may not offer substantial improve-
ments, a set of approaches can be adopted at other stages of
the pipeline. For consistency, we conducted our holdout exper-
iments by training on n−1 markets. However, some markets
have uncommon trajectories (e.g., SR2, Hansa). In a practical
setting, we may need to curate our training set based on the
target market. For example, if the target market was born in
response to a takedown, or faces more/less competitors, we
ought train our models on markets with similar characteris-
tics. With regards to our prediction goal, we naïvely consider
everybody in a quartile to have the same label (a classification
task). Instead, we could design our model to be a regression
tree over vendor revenue percentiles to preserve relative or-
dering within vendors; we could also define arbitrary cutoffs
(e.g., top 5% of vendors). Last, our models can be improved
with traditional machine learning optimizations: testing other
models (potentially trading explainability for accuracy) and
finetuning parameters.

7 Discussion

Our results from Section 4 indicate that reputation, derived
from feedback scores, plays a role both in the financial success
as well as in the longevity of vendors, although in different

forms. Our proportional-hazards regression shows that aver-
age feedback scores in the market have a significant impact
on the survivability of a vendor. Across the board, we see that
a 1-unit increase in average reputation reduces the hazard rate
of vendors across the markets. However, this regression lever-
ages a full view of the market. That is, as a whole, feedback
scores can explain the disappearance of vendors.

On the other hand, our results from Section 5.2 show that
the average feedback score is not the best predictor of a ven-
dor leaving the market in the short term. That is, as the market
progresses, vendors with lowest average score may not neces-
sarily leave the market. This effect surfaces on the markets
that have a longer lifetime (i.e., SR1, Hansa, Alphabay). In-
stead, our model, by leveraging more vendor features, better
identifies vendors at a higher risk of disappearing. Further-
more, our model generalizes across markets and time, given
that it was trained on vendor observations from 8 different
markets spanning 12 years.

With regards to the financial success of vendors, we demon-
strated that our predictions generalize across most markets.
The average feedback score seems to play a role in predict-
ing their future wealth. However, it is not the main predictor.
Rather, past financial performance is a better predictor of fu-
ture financial performance. In part, we hypothesize that this
is the case because scaling criminal operations is hard, partic-
ularly for drug-related items [16]. Thus, vendors who demon-
strate capacity to scale their business early (as demonstrated
by large sales) often become dominant vendors. Another rea-
son why sales volume and history are likely drivers of success
is because these signals are hard to fake. Décary-Hétu et al.
noted that signals which could be cheaply purchased had lit-
tle impact in predicting sales [10]. Frequent sales, over time,
ultimately create an attractive signal for buyers who want to
reduce risk. When segmenting vendors by category, however,
we do not observe a significant difference across markets.
We believe that segmentation may help, but may need to rely
on other approaches to combining market data and account-
ing for vendor offering diversity. Similarly, our time-series



model performed significantly worse and may also benefit
from ddiferent feature engineering approaches. Remarkably,
we did not perform any parameter tuning; instead, we em-
ployed out-of-the-box defaults. We did not employ sophisti-
cated feature transformations nor models. Rather we focused
on explainability and establishing a performance lower bound.

Across our experiments we did not observe a significant
effect from signals derived from forums, neither from the co-
located forum (for Nemesis), nor from the external forums
(subreddits). During our manual analysis, we observed that
forum signals are predominantly noisy. We observed small
vendors that frequently used forums for advertising. A vendor
who posts a lot can easily build an impressive social network
through their interactions, despite not driving sales. We also
observed large vendors who were not mentioned even once,
and who also did not engage in any of the forums. Further-
more, negative reviews in forums were often not unilaterally
accepted but often raised discussions from other users in the
community, a similar finding to Morselli et al. [27].

Interventions and Policy Takeaways Our results can help
improve interventions in two ways. First, our prediction model
can readily be used in new markets to identify vendors who
will become big earners. Early identification allows for moni-
toring efforts to be more efficient, particularly as OAMs and
criminal forums increasingly adopt adversarial anti-scraping
mechanisms [40]. Cuevas et al. demonstrated that focusing
scraping efforts on more popular vendors using a naïve algo-
rithm improved coverage and inferences substantially [9]; our
results build on that approach. Our prediction model ought to
be taken probabilistically: not as a definitive answer, but as a
tool that can help navigate uncertainty. Second, we show that
slander attacks may be viable and cost-effective, particularly
when done early in a vendor’s career. Our findings suggest,
however, that slander attacks ought to be done through low
score feedback orders and not through slander in forums.

With regards to market design and policy, our results
demonstrate that existing reputation systems within these
markets carry a signal that can help reduce harm in the long
run. However, this signal is imperfect and may not have a
strong enough effect in the short term. On one hand, the con-
tinued success of these markets are testament to the fact that
existing reputation systems are, however crudely, culling out
low-quality vendors. On the other hand, our simple classifier
demonstrates that there are other signals which seem to more
readily identify vendors who might disappear from the market.
While there are a variety of benign reasons why a vendor may
leave a market, there are some quite harmful ones, such as
vendors who sell dangerously adulterated drugs. A model or
signals which can more quickly alert buyers of these situa-
tions can substantially reduce harm in the long run. Policies
which consider the regulation of two-sided marketplaces (par-
ticularly for drugs), ought to consider the reputation system
design as well.

Limitations and Future Work First, we do not test a large
number of covariates through our proportional hazards model,
because a “one-in-ten/twenty” rule (1 covariate for every
10/20 deaths) is advised for proportional hazards model [17].
Thus, while we identified a set of meaningful covariates con-
tributing to vendor survivability, there may be other latent
factors which our model does not capture. Second, our fi-
nancial success prediction model only predicts the wealth
quantile that a vendor will belong to. Within the top 25% of
vendors there may be significant variance in revenue. Third,
we only tested the impact of external reputation signals for
one market (Hansa) and social network features for one mar-
ket (Nemesis). Our manual review of these signals indicates
high noise, particularly as it relates to the success of vendors.
However, these features may correlate with other vendor at-
tributes which future work may explore. In our study, we saw
less accuracy from the TSF model which sought to capture
time-based feature changes. However, it may be useful to
explore other feature engineering approaches that incorpo-
rate temporal features. Furthermore, we leveraged qualitative
analysis to extract signals from forums in an effort to collect
high-fidelity signals. However, scaling this work manually
is inefficient. Current off-the-shelf named-entity recognition
and sentiment analysis techniques did not perform well on
our dataset. However, advances in large language models,
particularly for coding textual data [42, 48], may allow our
forum analyses to scale.

8 Conclusion

We conducted a set of experiments to understand the role
of reputation on the financial success and longevity of ven-
dors across OAMs. By leveraging manually-coded reputation
signals for one market, and interaction signals from a forum
in another market, we found little evidence that reputation
signals outside of the market have an impact on a vendor’s
financial success and/or longevity. Instead, feedback scores
(from product reviews within the market) seem to, in the long
run, push out low-quality vendors.

However, in the short-term, feedback scores may not be
good enough to predict whether a vendor will leave the mar-
ket. With a simple model, we could better identify which
vendors were more likely to leave a market in the short term.
Furthermore, we found that we can predict which vendors
will become the biggest earners with decent accuracy early in
the market. While reputation helps, it is not the main signal
of success. Rather, vendors who demonstrate that they can
bring in significant revenue early on, end up becoming the
largest vendors. Both of our models generalize across markets
and time periods, with out-of-the-box parameters and without
extensive feature engineering.

In summary, current reputation signals play a role in vendor
success and longevity, but are coarse and can be improved,
which would help both policing and harm reduction.
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